The Discrete Event Systems (DES) theory of supervisory and state feedback control offers many advantages for implementing supervisory systems. Algorithmic concepts have been introduced to assure that the supervising algorithms are correct and meet the specifications. It is often assumed that the supervisory specifications are invariant or, at least, until a given supervisory task is completed. However, there are many practical applications where the supervising specifications update at real time. For example, in a Reconfigurable Discrete Event System (RDES) architecture, a bank of supervisors is defined to accommodate each identified operational condition or different supervisory specifications. This adaptive supervisory control system changes its supervisory configuration to accept coordinating commands or to adjust for changes in the controlled process. This paper addresses reconfiguration at the supervisory level of hybrid systems along with a RDES underlying architecture. It reviews the state-based supervisory control theory and extends it to the paradigm of RDES and in view of process control applications. The paper addresses theoretical issues with a limited number of practical examples. Due to page limitation, all the proofs are omitted but can be found in [3] . This control approach is particularly suitable for hierarchical reconfigurable hybrid implementations as those in [4] .
Introduction
In many control applications, the supervisory system is often required to be adaptive and flexible to accommodate time-varying supervisory specifications or persistently changing environments. DES with time varying specifications or unknown disturbances are loosely defined as time-varying DES. To deal with these systems, two approaches can be mentioned [11] , namely, robust supervision and adaptive supervision. In robust supervision, a given supervisor is designed to perform adcquately in the event of identified uncertainties. However, uncertainties are not resolved. In an adaptive supervisory system, uncertainties are resolved by 0-7803-2685-7/95 $4.00 © 1995 IEEE 433 identifying the plant conditions and updating the control algorithms accordingly. Among the growing literature on DES, work in uncertain and/or time-varying systems has been rather limited. Recently, the concepts of robust and adaptive supervision have been introduced [11] under the Ramadge-Wonharn framework [12] . In [2] , a supervisory control scheme based on limited lookahead control is described where the next control action is determined based on the projection of the process behavior. The approach taken here is to partition the controlled DES along with its operating conditions into subprocesses and operating regimes, and a supervisor is devised for each pair. More than one supervisor may be synthesized for a given subprocess [3, 4] . However, because a process is in exactly one operating condition at any given time, only one supervisor for each subprocess is operational at that instant. The class of discrete event systems that can reconfigure its supervisory algorithms are called Reconjigurable Discrete Event Systems (RDES). This paper focuses on the issues for the underlying RDES architecture created by the reconfigurable supervision scheme. To this end, a review of basic ideas of supervisory control in the state-based framework is provided with modeling aspects introduced in view of process control. Analytical guidelines related to the implementation of RDES are then presented. However, limited examples are given here. For more an extended discussion, the reader is referred to [3] and [4] .
Framework for DES

A. The Discrete Event Model
A discrete event system is represented by M : = (r ,'I') where M is the discrete-event mechanism and r and 'I' are the static and dynamic components of M, respectively. r is defined as r := (V ,1:,P) where V, 1:, and P are finite sets. The set V is the nonempty set of internal state variables Xi � V. The internal state space expanded by these X i is denoted by X. M also defi nes an output state space X ° that results from a specified functional composition gO of its internal state variables;
i.e., XO = g(X.). This xO characterizes the state space of M that can be observed by other mechanisms. The set L is the event space or input alphabet representing the set of events defined for the process M. Finally, the set :P is the collection of state predicates defined on X. A predicate P E :P is a Boolean map P: X -7 {0.1} that holds on x E X if P(x) = 1. O n the other hand, '¥ is defined as '¥: The state transition function f: X x 1: -7 X defines the dynamics of a given DES specifying how state changes occur in an M due to incoming events.
B. Control Approach
To control DES, certain events in the system are enabled or disabled to govern, whenever possible, transitions among states. Here, control specifiCations are given in terms of predicates on the set of states. The design problem is to formulate a control agent, hereafter called supervisor, that assigns control patterns (to be defined below) at each state so that a specified predicate can be satisfied. Based on their controllability, events are classified into controllable and uncontrollable events.
While controllable events L c can be disabled or prevented from occurrin g whenever desired, uncontrollable events E u are those whose occurrence cannot be governed by a supervisor. The control law for a discrete event process is then realized by a control pattern for M as a Boolean function V.a: X -7 {O,l} that specifies if a controllable event a is allowed to occur at a givcn state x. An event a is enabled by V.a at x if V.a.x = 1; it is disabled, otherwise. The control input is
The disturbances acting on a DES, denoted by w[kJ, is the set of uncontrollable events that may occur at a given
Thus, the set of current possible events is dynamic and P i is the desirable operational predicate and R e (M,P) is the reachable predicate from an initial predicate P. Thus, supervisors are designed to accommodate only a given restricted subset of all possible plant conditions or supervisory specifications. This approach simplifies the design of supervisors as the tasks of analysis, synthesis, verification, upgrade and maintenance become easier. In addition, a reconfigurable system does not enforce a complete modification of an existing configuration but extends it to accommodate additional requirements.
Reconfigurable Supervisory Architecture
In a Reconfigurable Discrete Event System (RDES), as illustrated in Figure 1 , a set of banks of supervisors is defined for each process and supervisors are designed for each processes operational conditions. Only one supervisor in each bank is acting at any time. When a higher decision maker in the hierrurchy (in this case, the coordinator) decides to change the supervising algorithm, a switch to a new supervisor takes place. Figure 1 introduces the control channel. Via the control channel Con i . the ith supervisor applies control to Me. by the coordinator. This, in turn, is equivalent to enabling or disabling a given supervisor's operation.
_""'; ;'--1 supervisors Figure 1 . A Reconfigurable Discrete Event System.
Problems Due to Reconfiguring Supervisors
It is often assumed that the initial state of a given plant/supervisor pair is fixed, known a priori and one of the "legal" states. Starting from a pre-defined initial region, the objective of a supervisor is then to confine the process behavior within specified bounds. However. under reconfigurable supervision. the initial state space region may not be in the legal region for the current supervising condition. Assume that MS i has been actjng over M e for some period such that any trajectories generated have been confined to the desired state region; the new control specification P j o it must be assured that the next desired predicate can be satisfied after a finite number of state transitions. Therefore, convergence from P i to P j must be guaranteed. A transitory and a steady state period can be identified and supervisory algorithms must be then designed to assure desirable responses.
Control Tasks on RDES
This is achieved by a supervisor that ensures by control actions that a given predicate P i remains invariantly true whenever it is initially satisfied. That is, This is achieved by a supervisor that ensures by control actions that a given region will never be reached. In reference to RDES, a coordinator may switch from a supervisor MS i to another MS j and a new predicate P j is desired to be satisfied. For the general case of P j '" P i , the supervisory system must then try to reach the target region P j from this initial condition P i . A series of state trajectories leading to P j can be generated. However, it must be assured during this process that the system does not enter into "bad" regions where it may fail to converge This is achieved by a supervisor that ensures by control actions that a given region can be reached from a starting space. That is, starting from a state satisfying P i . the system should converge to a state in P j after countable many transitions. It is often desired to achieve convergence in fmite transitions. In this case, there must exist a positive integer "q" such that :J q E Z S .t. P j A Re(M, Pi' q) '" P0 where P0 is the empty predicate and R e (M, P, q) is the reachable predicate that results from firing q event transitions from any state satisfying P. This task is particularly important in situations such as error recovery and system reconfiguration.
Solutions to the Control Tasks for RDES
A. Ia.sk.l:. Control Invariance PrQIJOsition 7 1: Task I can only be satisfied if the predicate Pi s :E u -invariant [13] .
A. I . Algorithms to Achieve Task I Synthesis Algorithm 7.1.1:
Given that the desirable P is L u -invariant and M c is in a state x where P is satisfied, a controllable event a is enabled at x iff its ruing implies that the control-invariant condition (Va E u [kJ) sp.fo. P S; P is preserved. That is, (a E L C ) U.a => (sp.f a .P S; p) .
Synthesi:> Ahmrithm 7 I 2 (From Lemma 2 . 2 [10]):
Given that Mc is started in any state satisfying a given predicate PI, and a weaker predicate P 2 � P I is control-invariant, the following condition on predicate where R e (M\u,P) denotes the predicate reachable from P and wlp is the weakest liberal precondition.
Synthesis Algorithm 7.1.3 :
Given that P is valid at x, a controllable event a is enabled iff, upon firing of a, P continues to be valid under any possible subsequent sequence of uncontrollable events. That is, (Va E L C ) a E u(x) iff R e (UMc , sp. f a .P x ) S; P where P x is the predicate valid exactly at x and u M is the submechanism of M generated by disabling all controllable events.
B. IasklI: Region Avoidance
Let PT and PB denote the target and bad predicates, respectively. Avoidance of PB must be satisfied not only at the given current state but also at any state that may uncontrollably lead to PB. That is, the predicate to be avoided is PB v R� l ( U M c , PB) with R;l (M, P) denoting the attractable predicate from where 
l CuM c ,PB).f a (x) should always be satisfied.
Synthesis Algorithm 7 2 2 :
A controllable event a is enabled iff, upon firing of a, the permissible region ""PB continues to remain valid under any uncontrollable event sequence or if at the current state the trajectory can uncontrollably reach the Theorem 7.1: Let P(P1,P 2 ) be defined as given in Proposition 7. 2 . Assume that 1(. '# 0 and P c (P l ,P 2 ) is controllable from P l . Then, (VxEP 1 )=lllEp(P I , P 2 ) S.t. x=ll( I ). Synthesis Algorithm 7.3,1: P2) is not controllable from PI, find the supremal sub predicate of R c C PI,P2), i.e.,
SUpC(PI ,Rc(PI ,P2»·
iii) Assume then that SUpC(P1,Pc(P 1 ,P2») A P 2 :t0
(1)
If (1) is not satisfied for tbe current R c (PI ,P2), increase tbe value of 1, until (1) is valid. iv) Then, any controllable event a may be enabled at a state x only if its firing leads to a state from where it is known that P2 can be reached; that is, (\fa ELc }a E u(x) if sp. f a · P x � supC(Pl ,P c (P l ,P 2 )} Synthesis Algorithm 7.3. 2 : i) Assume the conditions i) -iii) taken by Algoritbm 7.3. 1 .
ii) Then, any controllable event a may be enabled at a given state x iff, after tbe firing of a, tbe predicate sup C(Pl,R c (Pl,P2» is satisfied under any possible subsequent sequence of uncontrollable events.
That is, (\fa E 1:c }O E u(x) iff R e ( uMc' sp . f a· P x ) � s u p C(Pl , p c(Pl,PZ») '
Predicate Convergence on Regions of Attraction
The possibility of driving tbe controlled DES from arbitrary initial states to a specified target region is of interest in a more general framework. To this end, stabilization properties and asymptotic behavior needs to be investigated. To the best of the autbors' knowledge, the first study involving concepts of stabilization of DES was introduced in [1] followed by redefinition of classical concepts of dynamics as invariant sets and attractors. This section extends some of the results in [1] for the proposed framework.
A. Re2ion of Stron 2 Attraction
De.finition 81: Let P 2 � P I where PI and P2 are two predicates on 'X.
Then P2 is a concentric strong attractor for PI under the discrete event mechanism M, M denoted as P 2 <= PI' if the following conditions are met:
iii) (Vx E 'X witb R e (M,P 1 )·x = ..., p 2 ·x = 1) f(x,s) = x => s = £ where £ denotes the empty event sequent . ' C.
Strong attraction assures that the system eventually converges to a spe c ified target region if initialized in a state belonging to its region of attraction. Condition i)
indicates that any state in the region defined by P2 will stay inside of it under any event firing. Therefore, 1: invariance is a necessary condition for a given predicate P to be a concentric strong attractor. Condition ii) indicates that any state reachable from PI is attractable to P2. Therefore, any state trajectory leaving PI can then be driven to end in Pz. Finally, condition iii) indicates 437 that for any state reachable from P I but not in P2, there exists no sequence of events other than the empty string that causes no state changes.
Theorem 8 1:
Let SA(M,P) denote the class of all predicates for which P is a concentric strong attractor; M i.e., SA(M,P) := ( Q E P : P � Q, P<=Q}. Then, SA(M,P) has a maximal element.
Coroll aI)' to Theorem 8.1: Let SA(M,P) denote the class of all predicates for which P is a concentric strong attractor. Then, a maximal element of SA(M,P) exist, denoted by SA max (M,P), such that ..., 3Q E SA(M, P) s.t. SA max (M, P) < Q.
The maximal element mentioned in the above corollary is calIed the ball Of strong predicate attraction of P under M. If P is not 1:-invariant, then SA max (M, P) = (2) . In such a case, the maximal 1:-invariant subpredicate of P is found to replace P in the above equations. The maximal clement satisfying the above corollary is called the ball of weak predicate attraction of P with respect to M c . If P is not � u -invariant, then W A max (Me' P) = 0. In this case, the maximal � u invariant sub predicate of P is found to replace P in the above equations. Proposition 8.3: A target region defined by a given predicate P 2 can be reached from another region PI under supervision if the latter is evolved by the ball of weak attraction of the former; that is, P I S: WA max (M e, P Z ) ' Synthesis Al20rithm 8 3 1 :
Let PI and P 2 denote the predicates specified to be enforced whenever the closed-loop system is characterized by the plantlsupervisor pairs MdM s l and McIMS2' respectively. If the coordinator decides a reconfiguration from supervisor MS I to M s 2 , then the plant is needed to be moved from PI to the region defined by P 2 . Therefore, convergence to P 2 from PI must be guaranteed. If Proposition 8.3 is satisfied, it is assured that a supervisor exists that can drag any state in PI to a state in PZ.
Summary
Reconfiguration refers to the capability of changing system configuration based on operational conditions. This paper proposes a reconfigurable supervisory approach to control plants subjected to unknown disturbances including time-varying discrete event systems (DES). In a reconfigurable approach, the controlled DES process along with its operating conditions is partitioned into sets of subprocesses and operating regimes, and a supervisor is devised for each pair of subprocess and subprocess operating condition. The current operating condition of the plant is identified and a supervisor is selected by a high level decision maker (e.g., a coordinator) among the available ones to act directly on the plant. Experimental evaluations of concepts presented in this paper are partially given elsewhere [4, 5] . Additional experimental work is needed and tests are currently being planned for future research.
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